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The authors have brought to our attention an error in the article listed above published in J Biomed Mater Res Part B: Appl
Biomater 2010; 94B:118–126.
Affiliations for Yang-Jo Seol were listed incorrectly. Complete and renumbered affiliations for all authors are listed below:
Po-Chun Chang,1,2,3 Yang-Jo Seol,1,4 Noboru Kikuchi,5 Steven A. Goldstein,2,6 William V. Giannobile1,2,7
1Department of Periodontics and Oral Medicine, School of Dentistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
2Department of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
3Department of Preventive Dentistry, Faculty of Dentistry, National University of Singapore, Singapore 119083
4Department of Periodontology, School of Dentistry, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea 110-749
5Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
6Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, School of Medicine, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
7Michigan Center for Oral Health Research, University of Michigan School of Dentistry, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
We regret any confusion caused by this error.
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